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To whom it may concern, 

 

Please be informed that we received the below questions from interested bidders which were answered (in 
blue), by our team, as the following: 

1. Who is the customer? nationality for taxation issues and in general taxation applicable.  
[Ans.]: The customer is the Ministry of Electricity / Kurdistan Regional Government. And regarding 
nationality, please refer to below answers.  

 
2. Software for modeling; How mandatory it is to use the PSS? Can we use another tool? 

[Ans.]: PSS is mandatory. 

 
3. Please, clarify the type of cost that is expected to be quoted in the G&A item of the price 

schedule. 
[Ans.]: The G&A includes the cost of operations to support the project implementation. 

 
4. For tax and legal purposes; please clarify which nationality should be the company that will 

receive the proposal and sign the contract? 
[Ans:] any company under geo code 937 can apply to this RFP including but not limited to (Iraqi 
and US base companies). 

Example for a company [NOT within Geo code]: 
If for example an Italian company (not within Geo code 937) would like to apply to the solicitation, 
they must apply through a proxy who is within the geo code, also the proxy must have business 
license in Iraq. 
The proposal must be submitted by the proxy (who is within the Geo code) and clearly mentioned 
the JV with the Italian company. 
 
Example for a company [within the GEO code but does not have business license in Iraq]: 
If a US based company (within the geo code) who is not registered in Iraq would like to submit a 
proposal that will be implemented in the local country (Iraq), they must have a proxy to operate 
legally in Iraq. 
The proposal must be submitted by the US company and state that they have a proxy company 
which represent them legally in Iraq 
 

5. References; those of the subcontracts are also considered or only in the case of a JV?  
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[Ans.] if the JV is part of the technical solution proposed then they must provide reference. Or if 
the Proxy or JV is the one who is submitting the proposal, then it is a must to submitted reference 
for both the proxy and the JV 
 

6. Could you please provide us the missed annex mentioned in the RFP about administrative 
matters? 
[Ans.] There are no missed annexes in the RFP. 
 

7. We are planning to partner with a company based in Colombia and Panama with a long-track 
expertise in network planning and designing Networks Master Plans. Is there any limitation 
based on USAID procedures or other applicable procedures? 
[Ans.] The applied company must be withing the GEO code 937, but it is permitted to have JV with 
another entity who is not within the mentioned Geo code, with taking into consideration that being 
within the geo code does note relief the applying entity to have a business license in Iraq (through 
direct registration or proxy company) to order to work and operate legally in Iraq 
 
 

Best Regards, 

IGPA-Procurement Team 


